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The next mobile generati on
A 6G enabled world will take the advances that 5G has 
allowed us a peek at, such as virtual reality, augmented 
reality, Ultra High Density video, hapti c communicati ons, 
3D communicati ons and autonomous driving, and make 
them ubiquitous. 

Currently, with 5G radios capable of several hundred 
megahertz of bandwidth, we have suffi  cient ability to 
drive the drive the audio and video we need for our user 
applicati ons, but networks just ten years in the future 

will require several gigahertz of bandwidth to perform 
opti mally. This bandwidth does not exist conti guously 
below 90 GHz, but these blocks are readily available 
in the higher spectrum bandwidth, specifi cally in the 
terahertz (THz) frequency band.

It is this terahertz frequency that 6G is predicted to 
uti lise to improve performance of the data rate and 
latency limitati ons.

6G

What is 6G?
Every ten years or so, wireless generati ons are 
standardised by the Internati onal Telecommunicati ons 
Union and generally they are marked by a change in 
transmission or coding.

It is usual for subsequent wireless generati ons to use 
more advanced digital encoding that older devices 
are unable to do, to uti lise areas of bandwidth that 

governments are only just releasing for use, and to 
use new antenna systems that previously could not be 
engineered.

As consumers, we see these jumps in wireless 
generati ons in terms of what our mobile devices can do, 
and how fast they can do it.

1991 2G 40kb/second Phones can send texts and even picture 
messages

2003 3G 3.1 Mb/second Apps like instagram and Uber become possible

2009 4G 100 Mb/second All the apps and usefulness we have with our 
phones now

2019 5G 10 Gb/second Internet of things, self driving cars, instant sharing, 
internet browsing wti h virtually non-existant load-
ing ti mes

2030? 6G 50x faster than 5G 50x faster than the fastest 5G connecti on, with 
1/10 of 5G latency, download 100 hours of 
Netf lix in one second, holographic communicati on
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TTaking autonomous vehicles as an example of how 6G 
will build on 5Gs foundati ons, currently we see steps are 
being made using 5G to allow cars to make independent 
decisions and to respond to situati ons and driving 
emergencies. 

Whilst it is technically possible to uti lise 5G to allow 
cars to make autonomous decisions based on their 
surroundings, and to communicate and cooperate with 
one another, the huge amounts of bandwidth required 
for them to become ubiquitous rules out 5G.  

Universally used autonomous vehicles would give rise 

to the scenario of thousands of self driving cars all 
driving on a motorway, miles away from a city. Each car 
needs to be able to react to hazards in an instant, so the 
connecti on cannot drop for even a split second, or there 
would be multi ple collisions as the vehicles lose their 
intelligence of their surroundings.

What is needed is a reliable connecti on which is fast 
enough to process the data from each car instantly, 
serving to make such advances commonplace.

This amount of bandwidth will be possible within the 
Terahertz frequency bands.

How will 6G build on 5G?

Terahertz Waves
High-frequency terahertz waves can otherwise be 
described as ‘submillimetre waves’. They are radio waves 
which fall into the spectrum of 300GHz to 10THz 
(terahertz), and are what 6G is predicted to use.

Terahertz waves are a much higher frequency than 
the millimetre waves uti lised in 5G technology, and as 
such they are expected to solve the coming network 
congesti on and bandwidth limitati on issues. 

6G’s use of higher frequency terahertz waves will 
provide substanti ally more capacity and micro-
second latency, but they may bring with 

them limitati ons. 

The fast speeds and low latency currently uti lised by 
5G need ‘line of sight’ between the transmitt er and 
the user. As wavelengths get shorter, transmission can 
be impeded further by environmental obstructi ons 
(like buildings and trees), but also by water vapour in 
the Earth’s atmosphere, which is a strong absorber 
of terahertz radiati on. This will limit the range of THz 
applicati ons, and it is this same issue that conti nues 
to slow the widespread development of 5G. 

New networking approaches will need to be 
harnessed to overcome this same range 
issue with THz waves.

When is 6G likely to happen?
The Samsung White Paper, ‘6G Vision’ states that the Internati onal Telecommunicati ons Union will begin to ‘defi ne a 
6G vision’ in 2021, so we can expect very early stage work to have started already. The gaps between the diff erent 
generati ons of mobile technology have shortened each ti me a new generati on of technology rolls out, so Samsung 
suggest that 6G might only have an eight year gap between the ‘vision’ with technical standards being visualised, 
and deployment, which could mean that 6G commercialisati on could begin to happen as early as 2028, with massive 
commercialisati on coming in 2030.
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Whilst some of 6G’s expected applicati ons just iterate those that 5G enables and make them faster and more reliable, 
one new applicati on that 6G terahertz band communicati on is expected to introduce is in the fi eld of holographic 
communicati ons. 

High end applicati ons using holographic image transmission, such as holographic interacti ve entertainment, holographic 
conferences, holographic social networking and holographic navigati on will become possible.

Beyond 5G, what might 6G enable?

In their 6G white paper, Samsung suggest they expect 
6G will enable ‘volumetric holograms’, requiring at least 
580Gbps for a phone sized display, and several terabits 
per second of data for human sized holograms. Going 
forward, Samsung raises the idea of ‘digital twins’; 
people, objects and places which are fully replicated 
digitally, enabling users to “explore and monitor the 
reality in a virtual world, without temporal or spati al 
constraints”. Duplicati ng just one metre squared area in 
real ti me would be expected to need 800 Gbps, which is 
well beyond 5G’s capacity.

6G is clearly in its very early development stages, 
but we are beginning to see a roadmap which 
will guide the industry to the next generati on of 
mobile communicati ons. There are obstacles 
to overcome along the way, but 6G promises 
hitherto unseen speed and ultra low latency 
which will transform the way people, and 
objects, communicate.
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